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Chapter 4
THE CEFR ILLUSTRATIVE DESCRIPTOR 
SCALES: PLURILINGUAL AND 
PLURICULTURAL COMPETENCE

The notions of plurilingualism and pluriculturalism presented in the CEFR 2001 (Sections 1.3, 1.4, and 6.1.3) were 
the starting point for the development of descriptors in this area. The plurilingual vision associated with the CEFR 
gives value to cultural and linguistic diversity at the level of the individual. It promotes the need for learners as 
“social agents” to draw on all their linguistic and cultural resources and experiences in order to fully participate 
in social and educational contexts, achieving mutual understanding, gaining access to knowledge and in turn, 
further developing their linguistic and cultural repertoire. As the CEFR 2001 states:

the plurilingual approach emphasises the fact that as an individual person’s experience of language in its cultural 
contexts expands, from the language of the home to that of society at large and then to the languages of other peoples 
(whether learnt at school or college, or by direct experience), he or she does not keep these languages and cultures in 
strictly separated mental compartments, but rather builds up a communicative competence to which all knowledge 
and experience of language contributes and in which languages interrelate and interact. (CEFR 2001 Section 1.3)

Figure 15 – Plurilingual and pluricultural competence
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The vision of the learner as a social agent in the action-oriented approach takes these concepts further in relation 
to language education, considering that:

the aim of language education is profoundly modi!ed. It is no longer seen as simply to achieve “mastery” of one or 
two, or even three languages, each taken in isolation, with the “ideal native speaker” as the ultimate model. Instead, 
the aim is to develop a linguistic repertory, in which all linguistic abilities have a place. (CEFR 2001 Section 1.3)

In the development of descriptors, the following points mentioned speci!cally in the CEFR 2001 were given 
particular attention:

 f languages are interrelated and interconnected, especially at the level of the individual;
 f languages and cultures are not kept in separated mental compartments;
 f all knowledge and experience of languages contribute to building up communicative competence;
 f balanced mastery of di"erent languages is not the goal, but rather the ability (and willingness) to modulate 
their usage according to the social and communicative situation;

 f barriers between languages can be overcome in communication, and di"erent languages can be used 
purposefully for conveying messages in the same situation.

Angelica Galante
This chapter was taken from:
 Council of Europe (2020). Common European framework of reference for languages: Companion volume with new descriptors. Council of Europe.
Available at https://rm.coe.int/common-european-framework-of-reference-for-languages-learning-teaching/16809ea0d4
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Other concepts were also taken into consideration after analysing recent literature:
 f capacity to deal with “otherness” to identify similarities and di"erences, to build on known and unknown 
cultural features, etc. in order to enable communication and collaboration;

 f willingness to act as an intercultural mediator;
 f proactive capacity to use knowledge of familiar languages to understand new languages, looking for 
cognates and internationalisms in order to make sense of texts in unknown languages – while being aware 
of the danger of “false friends”;

 f capacity to respond in a sociolinguistically appropriate way by incorporating elements of other languages 
and/or variations of languages in their own discourse for communication purposes;

 f capacity to exploit one’s linguistic repertoire by purposefully blending, embedding and alternating lan-
guages at the levels of utterance and discourse;

 f readiness and capacity to expand linguistic/plurilinguistic and cultural/pluricultural awareness through 
an attitude of openness and curiosity.

The reason for associating descriptors in this area with CEFR levels is to provide support to curriculum developers 
and teachers in their e"orts (a) to broaden the perspective of language education in their context and (b) to 
acknowledge and value the linguistic and cultural diversity of their learners. The provision of descriptors in levels 
is intended to facilitate the selection of relevant plurilingual/pluricultural aims, which are also realistic in relation 
to the language level of the user/learners concerned.

The scale “Facilitating pluricultural space” is included in the section “Mediating communication”, rather than here, 
because it focuses on a more proactive role as an intercultural mediator. The three scales in this section describe 
aspects of the broader conceptual area concerning plurilingual and intercultural education.

This area is the subject of the framework of reference for pluralistic approaches to languages and cultures 
(FREPA/CARAP), which lists di"erent aspects of plurilingual and intercultural competences in a hypertextual 
structure independent of language level, organised according to three broad areas: knowledge (savoir), attitudes 
(savoir-être) and skills (savoir-faire). Users may wish to consult FREPA/CARAP for further re#ection and for access 
to related training materials in this area.

Building on pluricultural repertoire

Many notions that appear in the literature and descriptors for intercultural competence are included, for example:
 f the need to deal with ambiguity when faced with cultural diversity, adjusting reactions, modifying lan-
guage, etc.

 f the need for understanding that di"erent cultures may have di"erent practices and norms, and that actions 
may be perceived di"erently by people belonging to other cultures;

 f the need to take into consideration di"erences in behaviours (including gestures, tones and attitudes), 
discussing over-generalisations and stereotypes;

 f the need to recognise similarities and use them as a basis to improve communication;
 f willingness to show sensitivity to di"erences;
 f readiness to o"er and ask for clari!cation, anticipating possible risks of misunderstanding.

Key concepts operationalised in the scale at most levels include the following:
 f recognising and acting on cultural, socio-pragmatic and sociolinguistic conventions/cues;
 f recognising and interpreting similarities and di"erences in perspectives, practices and events;
 f evaluating neutrally and critically.

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: at the A levels the user/learner is capable of recognising 
potential causes of culturally based complications in communication and of acting appropriately in simple 
everyday exchanges. At B1 they can generally respond to the most commonly used cultural cues, act according 
to socio-pragmatic conventions and explain or discuss features of their own and other cultures. At B2, the user/
learner can engage e"ectively in communication, coping with most di$culties that occur, and is usually able 
to recognise and repair misunderstandings. At the C levels, this develops into an ability to explain sensitively 
the background to cultural beliefs, values and practices, interpret and discuss aspects of them, cope with 
sociolinguistic and pragmatic ambiguity and express reactions constructively with cultural appropriateness.
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Building on pluricultural repertoire

C2
Can initiate and control their actions and forms of expression according to context, showing awareness of 
cultural di"erences and making subtle adjustments in order to prevent and/or repair misunderstandings 
and cultural incidents.

C1

Can identify di"erences in sociolinguistic/-pragmatic conventions, critically re#ect on them and adjust their 
communication accordingly.

Can sensitively explain the background to and interpret and discuss aspects of cultural values and practices 
drawing on intercultural encounters, reading, !lm, etc.

Can deal with ambiguity in cross-cultural communication and express their reactions constructively and 
culturally appropriately in order to bring clarity.

B2

**Can describe and evaluate the viewpoints and practices of their own and other social groups, showing 
awareness of the implicit values on which judgments and prejudices are frequently based.

**Can explain their interpretation of the cultural assumptions, preconceptions, stereotypes and prejudices 
of their own community and of other communities that they are familiar with.

**Can interpret and explain a document or event from another culture and relate it to documents or events 
from their own culture(s) and/or from cultures with which they are familiar.

**Can discuss the objectivity and balance of information and opinions expressed in the media about their 
own and other communities.

Can identify and re#ect on similarities and di"erences in culturally determined behavioural patterns (e.g. 
gestures and speech volume or, for sign languages, sign size) and discuss their signi!cance in order to 
negotiate mutual understanding.

Can, in an intercultural encounter, recognise that what one normally takes for granted in a particular 
situation is not necessarily shared by others, and can react and express themselves appropriately.

Can generally interpret cultural cues appropriately in the culture concerned.

Can re#ect on and explain particular ways of communicating in their own and other cultures, and the risks 
of misunderstanding they generate.

B1

Can generally act according to conventions regarding posture, eye contact and distance from others.

Can generally respond appropriately to the most commonly used cultural cues.

Can explain features of their own culture to members of another culture or explain features of the other 
culture to members of their own culture.

Can explain in simple terms how their own values and behaviours in#uence their views of other people’s 
values and behaviours.

Can discuss in simple terms the way in which things that may look “strange” to them in another 
sociocultural context may well be “normal” for the other people concerned.

Can discuss in simple terms the way their own culturally determined actions may be perceived di"erently 
by people from other cultures.

A2

Can recognise and apply basic cultural conventions associated with everyday social exchanges (e.g. 
di"erent greetings, rituals).

Can act appropriately in everyday greetings, farewells and expressions of thanks and apology, although 
they have di$culty coping with any departure from the routine.

Can recognise that their behaviour in an everyday transaction may convey a message di"erent from the 
one they intend, and can try to explain this simply.

Can recognise when di$culties occur in interaction with members of other cultures, even though they may 
not be sure how to behave in the situation.

A1 Can recognise di"ering ways of numbering, measuring distance, telling the time, etc. even though they 
may have di$culty applying this in even simple everyday transactions of a concrete type.

Pre-A1 No descriptors available

Descriptors marked with asterisks (**) represent a high level for B2. They may also be suitable for the C levels.
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Plurilingual comprehension

The main notion represented by this scale is capacity to use knowledge of and pro!ciency (even partial) in one 
or more languages as leverage for approaching texts in other languages, in order to achieve a communication 
goal. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following:

 f openness and #exibility to work with di"erent elements from di"erent languages;

 f exploiting cues;

 f exploiting similarities, recognising “false friends” (from B1 up);

 f exploiting parallel sources in di"erent languages (from B1 up);

 f collating information from all available sources (in di"erent languages).

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: going up the scale, the focus moves from the lexical level 
to the use of co-text and contextual or genre-related clues. A more analytical ability is present at the B levels, 
exploiting similarities, recognising “false friends” and exploiting parallel sources in di"erent languages. There 
are no descriptors for the C levels, perhaps because the sources used focused on the A and B levels.

Note: What is calibrated in this scale is the practical functional ability to exploit plurilingualism for comprehension. 
In any particular context, when speci!c languages are concerned, users may wish to complete the descriptor by 
specifying those languages, replacing the expressions underlined and in italics in the descriptor.

For example, the B1 descriptor:

Can deduce the message of a text by exploiting what they have understood from texts on the same theme 
in di!erent languages (e.g. news in brief, museum brochures, online reviews)

might be presented as:

Can deduce the message of a text in German by exploiting what they have understood from texts on the 
same theme in French and English (e.g. news in brief, museum brochures, online reviews).

Plurilingual comprehension

C2 No descriptors available, see B2

C1 No descriptors available, see B2

B2 Can use their knowledge of contrasting genre conventions and textual patterns in languages in their 
plurilingual repertoire in order to support comprehension.

B1

Can use what they have understood in one language to understand the topic and main message of a text in 
another language (e.g. when reading short newspaper articles in di"erent languages on the same theme).

Can use parallel translations of texts (e.g. magazine articles, stories, passages from novels) to develop 
comprehension in di!erent languages.

Can deduce the message of a text by exploiting what they have understood from texts on the same theme 
in di!erent languages (e.g. news in brief, museum brochures, online reviews).

Can extract information from documents in di!erent languages in their !eld (e.g. to include in a 
presentation).

Can recognise similarities and contrasts between the way concepts are expressed in di!erent languages, in 
order to distinguish between identical uses of the same word/sign and “false friends”.

Can use their knowledge of contrasting grammatical structures and functional expressions of languages in 
their plurilingual repertoire in order to support comprehension.
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Plurilingual comprehension

A2

Can understand short, clearly articulated announcements by piecing together what they understand from 
the available versions in di!erent languages.

Can understand short, clearly expressed messages and instructions by piecing together what they 
understand from the versions in di!erent languages.

Can use simple warnings, instructions and product information given in parallel in di!erent languages to 
!nd relevant information.

A1

Can recognise internationalisms and words/signs common to di!erent languages (e.g. haus/hus/house) to:
 - deduce the meaning of simple signs and notices;
 - identify the probable message of a short, simple text;
 - follow in outline short, simple social exchanges conducted very slowly and clearly in their presence;
 - deduce what people are trying to say directly to them, provided the articulation is very slow and clear, 

with repetition if necessary.

Pre-A1 No descriptors available

Building on plurilingual repertoire

In this scale we !nd aspects that characterise both the previous scales. As the social agent is building on their 
pluricultural repertoire, they are also engaged in exploiting all available linguistic resources in order to communicate 
e"ectively in a multilingual context and/or in a classic mediation situation in which the other people do not 
share a common language. Key concepts operationalised in the scale include the following:

 f #exible adaptation to the situation;

 f anticipation as to when and to what extent the use of several languages is useful and appropriate;

 f adjusting language according to the linguistic skills of interlocutors;

 f blending and alternating between languages where necessary;

 f explaining and clarifying in di"erent languages;

 f encouraging people to use di"erent languages by giving an example.

Progression up the scale is characterised as follows: at the A levels, the focus is on exploiting all possible 
resources in order to handle a simple everyday transaction. From the B levels, language begins to be manipulated 
creatively, with the user/learner alternating #exibly between languages at B2 in order to make others feel more 
comfortable, provide clari!cations, communicate specialised information and in general increase the e$ciency 
of communication. At the C levels this focus continues, with the addition of an ability to gloss and explain 
sophisticated abstract concepts in di"erent languages. Overall there is also a progression from embedding single 
words/signs from other languages to explaining particularly apt expressions, and exploiting metaphors for e"ect.

Note: What is calibrated in this scale is the practical functional ability to exploit plurilingualism. In any particular 
context, when speci!c languages are concerned, users may wish to complete the descriptor by specifying those 
languages, replacing the expressions underlined and in italics in the descriptor.

For example, the B2 descriptor

Can make use of di!erent languages in their plurilingual repertoire during collaborative interaction, in 
order to clarify the nature of a task, the main steps, the decisions to be taken and the outcomes expected

might be presented as:

Can make use of English, Spanish and French during collaborative interaction, in order to clarify the nature 
of a task, the main steps, the decisions to be taken and the outcomes expected.
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Building on plurilingual repertoire

C2

Can interact in a multilingual context on abstract and specialised topics by alternating #exibly between 
languages in their plurilingual repertoire and if necessary explaining the di"erent contributions made.

Can explore similarities and di"erences between metaphors and other !gures of speech in the languages in 
their plurilingual repertoire, either for rhetorical e"ect or for fun.

C1

Can alternate between languages #exibly to facilitate communication in a multilingual context, 
summarising and glossing in di!erent languages in their plurilingual repertoire contributions to the 
discussion and texts referred to.

Can participate e"ectively in a conversation in two or more languages in their plurilingual repertoire, 
adjusting to the changes of language and catering to the needs and linguistic skills of the interlocutors.

Can use and explain specialised terminology from another language in their plurilingual repertoire more 
familiar to the interlocutor(s), in order to improve understanding in a discussion of abstract and specialised 
topics.

Can respond spontaneously and #exibly in the appropriate language when someone else changes to 
another language in their plurilingual repertoire.

Can support comprehension and discussion of a text spoken, signed or written in one language by 
explaining, summarising, clarifying and expanding it in another language in their plurilingual repertoire.

B2

**Can recognise the extent to which it is appropriate to make #exible use of di!erent languages in their 
plurilingual repertoire in a speci!c situation, in order to increase the e$ciency of communication.

**Can alternate e$ciently between languages in their plurilingual repertoire in order to facilitate 
comprehension with and between third parties who lack a common language.

**Can introduce into an utterance an expression from another language in their plurilingual repertoire 
that is particularly apt for the situation/concept being discussed, explaining it for the interlocutor when 
necessary.

Can alternate between languages in their plurilingual repertoire in order to communicate specialised 
information and issues on a subject in their !eld of interest to di"erent interlocutors.

Can make use of di!erent languages in their plurilingual repertoire during collaborative interaction, in order 
to clarify the nature of a task, the main steps, the decisions to be taken and the outcomes expected.

Can make use of di!erent languages in their plurilingual repertoire to encourage other people to use the 
language in which they feel more comfortable.

B1 Can exploit creatively their limited repertoire in di!erent languages in their plurilingual repertoire for 
everyday contexts, in order to cope with an unexpected situation.

A2

Can mobilise their limited repertoire in di!erent languages in order to explain a problem or to ask for help 
or clari!cation.

Can use simple words/signs and phrases from di!erent languages in their plurilingual repertoire to conduct a 
simple, practical transaction or information exchange.

Can use a simple word/sign from another language in their plurilingual repertoire to make themselves 
understood in a routine everyday situation, when they cannot think of an adequate expression in the 
language being used.

A1 Can use a very limited repertoire in di!erent languages to conduct a very basic, concrete, everyday 
transaction with a collaborative interlocutor.

Pre-A1 No descriptors available

Descriptors marked with asterisks (**) represent a high level for B2. They may also be suitable for the C levels.
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In the following section, the main characteristics of the way plurilingualism is 
introduced in the CEFR (Council of Europe, 2001, pp. 4–6) are related to some of 
the many other terms that have recently been introduced to describe the process of 
traversing the boundaries between language varieties. All the points in Table 1 were 
addressed during the project to develop CEFR descriptors for plurilingual and plu-
ricultural competence.

Plurilingualism, according to the CEFR, is the ability to call "exibly upon a 
holistic, integrated, inter-related, uneven, plurilinguistic repertory in which all lin-
guistic abilities have a place, and which the user/learner mobilises to do what is 
described in Table 1.

In this section, we explain the relationship between plurilingualism and the 
points in the list above.

 (a) Switching from One Language or Dialect (or Variety) to Another

Code-switching (Gumperz, 1982; Lüdi & Py, 1986/2003; MacSwan, 2014) and 
code-alternation (Androutsopoulos, 2006; Auer, 1995) are normally used to 
describe different ways of changing back and forth between languages within the 
same utterance. King and Chetty (2014, p. 40) claim that code-switching “happens 
anytime two languages or two varieties of the same language are used in the same 
social space,” adding that in Cape Town it is an everyday occurrence on TV, in 
stores, on corners and in the classroom. They document a teacher in Cape Town 
effectively using code-switching (from English to Xhosa) for both classroom man-
agement and content elaboration, but denying that she did it. They cite Polio and 
Duff (1994) who document the same phenomenon with British foreign language 

Table 1 Characteristics of Plurilingualism

Characteristics of Plurilingualism (Council of Europe, 2001, 
p. 4–6) Other terms

(a) switch from one language or dialect (or variety) to 
another;

code-switching/code alternation/
"exible bilingualism/
translanguaging

(b) express oneself in one language (or dialect, or variety) and 
understand a person speaking another;

lingua receptiva/
intercomprehension

(c) call upon the knowledge of a number of languages (or 
dialects, or varieties) to make sense of a text;

translanguaging as pedagogic 
scaffolding in a language class/
intercomprehension

(d) recognise words from a common international store in a 
new guise;

intercomprehension

(e) mediate between individuals with no common language 
(or dialect, or variety), even with only a slight knowledge 
oneself;

cross-linguistic mediation

(f) bring the whole of one’s linguistic equipment into play, 
experimenting with alternative forms of expression in 
different languages or dialects, exploiting paralinguistics 
(mime, gesture, facial expression, etc.) and radically 
simplifying their use of language.

translanguaging/code crossing/
code mixing/meshing/
polylingualism/metrolingualism

E. Piccardo and B. North

Angelica Galante
This text is an extract from:
Piccardo, E., & North, B. (2020). The dynamic nature of plurilingualism: Creating and validating CEFR descriptors for mediation, plurilingualism and pluricultural competence. In S.M.C. Lau & S. Van Viegen (Eds.), Plurilingual pedagogies: Critical and creative endeavours for equitable language in education (pp. 279–301). Springer.
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teachers, concluding that the teachers’ lack of awareness of what they are doing 
makes it dif#cult to de#ne code-switching as a strategy. García (2009), on the other 
hand, distinguishes such unconscious code-switching from responsible code- 
switching used as a scaffolding strategy. Creese and Blackledge (2010), working in 
schools in the UK set up to teach immigrants their heritage language, document 
code-switching by the teacher in the process of clarifying instructions for a task, and 
by the learners whilst carrying out the task in pairs. They suggest that “the bilingual 
participants in the classroom are also using their bilingualism as a style resource 
(Androutsopoulos, 2007) for identity performance to peers. Thus, their bilingualism 
in the classroom is not so much about which languages but which voices are engaged 
in identity performance” (Creese & Blackledge, 2010, p. 110). This identity aspect 
is strengthened by the way a teacher, whilst telling a story in English, "exibly 
sustains a sub-text dialogue with individuals in Mandarin, tolerating some playful 
naughtiness in the process, and thus fully engaging the learners (p. 112). Wei 
discusses similar pushing of boundaries and use of code-switching as a “symbolic 
resource of contestation and struggle against institutional ideologies” (Wei, 2011, 
p. 381). He points out that learning how to use plurilingual resources creatively but 
appropriately is also the basis of developing criticality.

However, alternating between codes can also be used systematically in a multi-
lingual classroom as a means of facilitating understanding of a text that is dif#cult 
for the learners. King and Chetty (2014) cite history teachers saying a key statement 
in English, followed by mediating expansion, clari#cation and explanation in 
Cantonese, with the #nal statement in English (2014, p. 47). This repetition of lon-
ger utterances in a different language as a scaffolding technique echoes the #rst 
examples of translanguaging given by Williams (1996). Lewis, Jones, and Baker 
(2012) describe three types of such scaffolding techniques: systematically repeating 
content in another language to the whole class to ensure all have understood; selec-
tive explanation to some learners in another language (their mother tongue), and 
translation of subject-speci#c terminology (p. 659). Such linguistic mediation can 
be a very fruitful technique for a multilingual classroom, particularly with learners 
at lower pro#ciency levels. It is particularly appropriate in the context of CLIL 
(Content and Language Integrated Learning): learning subject matter through the 
medium of an additional language. García (2009, p. 303) describes a variant she 
calls co-languaging: the delivery of the same (recorded) content in two different 
languages simultaneously, with some learners choosing to switch between language 
versions.

 (b) Expressing Oneself in One Language and Understanding Another

Lingua receptiva is a traditional practice is some multilingual European coun-
tries like Switzerland as it was in the Austro-Hungarian Empire (Rindler-Schjerve 
& Vetter, 2007). In Switzerland, everyone has the right to use their mother tongue in 
meetings at a national level, and there is no interpretation. Such a receptive partial 
competence is much recommended in the CEFR and there are currently attempts to 
revive and extend this practice (ten Thije, Gooskens, Daems, Cornips, & Smits, 
2016). Rehbein, ten Thije, and Verschik (2012) state that the practice is a further 

The Dynamic Nature of Plurilingualism: Creating and Validating CEFR Descriptors…
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development of the concept of intercomprehension, explained below. It is a useful 
technique particularly as it puts the two (or more) languages on the same level and 
helps to develop receptive skills without calling on the more challenging productive 
ones. Thus, it pursues a major goal of the CEFR closely linked to plurilingualism, 
that of developing partial competences.

Intercomprehension, mentioned here and in (c) and (d), aligns with Lingua 
Receptiva as it encourages the acquisition of a receptive capacity in languages simi-
lar to a language one speaks. The suggestion is to turn the fact that, for example, 
Italians understand Spaniards quite well, and vice versa, into a pedagogic philoso-
phy. There have been several projects seeking to encourage the practice in second-
ary schools (e.g. Vetter, 2012), particularly among Romance languages (Carrasco 
Perea, 2010; Degache, 2003). The MIRIADI project (https://www.miriadi.net), for 
example, has developed an extensive set of descriptors for learners and trainee 
teachers (Matesanz del Barrio, 2015). One clear aspect of intercomprehension is to 
use all linguistic resources to make sense of a text, (c below), exploiting internation-
alisms (d below) and cognates in the process.

 (c) Calling upon the Knowledge of a Number of Languages to Make Sense of 
a Text

Drawing upon multiple languages to work on a text is quite a common activity in 
our globalized world. This form of translanguaging is a pillar of intercomprehen-
sion. García (2009) describes variations, for example, talking about a text in English 
in one’s #rst language, having a supplementary text in one’s #rst language in addi-
tion to the text in English; web research in one’s #rst language instead of or as well 
as in English, and drafting a piece in the #rst language to then later carefully pro-
duce it in English. In addition, in relation to collaborative group work, one can 
imagine written input in one or two languages with group discussion in another, or 
group discussion in one language of how to produce a product (e.g. a poster, a blog) 
in another. In discussing such translanguaging pedagogy in the Welsh context, 
Lewis et al. (2012) describe the following with learners who had a reasonable level 
in two languages:

Pupils work independently and usually choose how to complete the translanguaging activ-
ity, for example, gathering information from the internet in English, discussing the content 
in English and Welsh, and completing the written work in Welsh. Another option would be 
to gather information in English, discuss the content in Welsh, and complete the written 
work in English. (p. 665)

One pair (one English speaker, one Welsh-speaker) did internet research in 
English but made their poster and gave their presentation in Welsh. They said that 
they did this to avoid just copying the text they found. In other words, they “pro-
cessed the English information by giving their presentation in Welsh” (p. 666).

 (d) Recognising Words from a Common International Store in a New Guise

With globalization, the presence of international words is becoming prominent 
and this feature is used in intercomprehension to facilitate understanding of the gist 
of texts in unknown languages. Understanding the pivotal role of words belonging 

E. Piccardo and B. North

https://www.miriadi.net
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to an international store facilitates a shift towards a positive attitude in decoding 
text, realizing that everyday texts normally share elements, both linguistic and cul-
tural, in spite of language differences.

 (e) Mediating Between Individuals with No Common Language

Cross-linguistic mediation is seen by the CEFR as part of the everyday life of 
ordinary people, rather than a specialism reserved for professionals (Piccardo, 
2012): “Mediating language activities – (re)processing an existing text – occupy an 
important place in the normal linguistic functioning of our societies” (Council of 
Europe, 2001, p.  14). They involve “mak[ing] communication possible between 
persons who are unable, for whatever reason to communicate with each other 
directly” (Council of Europe, 2001, p. 14, emphasis added). It may thus take the 
form of acting as an intermediary between two speakers or it may mean reporting 
the content of a spoken or written text. This may be within a language, variety or 
register, or across languages, varieties or registers.

Backus et al. (2013) point out that cross-linguistic mediation has become even 
more frequent with increasing diversity. They cite an extensive series of studies that 
have concluded that ordinary people, even children:

…can in fact achieve successful understanding in these situations, despite sometimes lim-
ited linguistic resources. They have been observed to apply, where necessary, the same 
productive communication strategies known from learner language research and also found 
in the use of the modes described above, including the creation of nonce words, borrowing 
and code-switching where possible, and by engaging in intensive negotiations of meaning 
with the other interlocutors. They have also been found to openly intervene in the course of 
the on-going interaction to prevent or solve disturbances and failures of communication and 
to help interlocutors achieve their goals. (p.203)

Recognition of the cultural and metalinguistic value of such activities has led to 
the introduction of CEFR-related cross-linguistic mediation into the curricula of 
several European countries including Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Italy and 
Greece. In addition, mediation tasks are now being introduced into some national 
examinations.

As the CEFR recognises, language is not the only reason why people cannot 
understand one another. The dif#culty may be caused by different perspectives or 
expectations, different interpretation of behaviour, of rights and obligations. A pro-
cess of cross-linguistic mediation is thus also a process of cultural mediation. In the 
teaching of modern languages, this aspect is rarely dealt with suf#ciently, despite 
numerous theoretical studies on the subject (e.g., Brown, 2007; Byram, 2008; Levy 
& Zarate, 2003; Zarate, Gohard-Radenkovic, Lussier, & Penz, 2004). We will 
expand on the notion of mediation later and give a brief description of the study 
which produced the new CEFR descriptors that help underline the crucial role of 
mediation in the development of plurilingual and pluricultural competences.

 (f) Bringing the Whole of One’s Linguistic Equipment into Play, Experimenting 
with Alternative Forms

Different writers have invented a myriad of expressions to describe the creativity, 
"exibility, dynamism and shapelessness of freely plurilingual behaviour. Otheguy, 
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García, and Reid (2015) suggest that plurilinguals have each a linguistically inte-
grated idiolect that they experiment with as the whim takes them, ignoring conven-
tional boundaries as they translanguage, particularly in a circle of family or friends. 
This re"ects King and Chetty’s (2014) comments about code-switching in Cape 
Town mentioned above, but also re"ects the linguistic behaviour of the globalised 
metrolinguals discussed by Otsuji and Pennycook (2010), the polylanguaging street 
talk described by Jørgensen, Karrebaek, Madsen, and Møller (2011), as well as the 
code crossing among urban youth of different ethnic backgrounds documented by 
Rampton (1995). In a pedagogic context, Canagarajah (2011) uses the term code- 
meshing to describe using more than one language in a written text. In a profes-
sional context, Berthoud, Grin, and Lüdi (2012) have investigated different kinds of 
plurilingual behaviour in workplaces and educational institutions. One very practi-
cal scene Lüdi (2014) describes is the relaxed, "exible behaviour of a Swiss railway 
ticket clerk helping a Brazilian passenger, without knowledge of Portuguese, by 
improvising with his limited French, Italian and Spanish, as the two negotiated a 
transaction. As Lüdi says, both sides exploited their common script for the transac-
tion and the intercomprehension possibilities of Romance languages. At the end, 
referring to the rough and ready nature of the discourse, the clerk turned to the 
researcher and said: “es goht mit hand und füess aberes goht (it works with hands 
and feet, but it works)” (Lüdi, 2014, p. 129).

We have explained all these characteristics of plurilingualism foregrounded in 
the CEFR to underline the broad, all-encompassing nature of this concept, which 
aims to capture the elusive, complex and multifaceted nature of human (co)con-
struction of meaning. In doing this we have also shown how plurilingualism goes 
hand in hand with the notion of mediation and positions itself at the interface of the 
linguistic, cultural and social dimensions. Let us now investigate the creative and 
critical nature of plurilingualism.

5  Plurilingualism: Shuttling Between and Shaping 
Languages, Cultures and Identities

The salient characteristics of plurilingualism that we have outlined in the previous 
section show that the plurilingual view is integrationist: “Communication is the co- 
construction of meaning in context – not the transfer of information across a gap” 
(Orman, 2013, p. 91). There is no ‘faxing’ of thoughts from one mind to another. By 
contrast, discourse is “subject to open-ended creative interpretation, the exact nature 
of which will be a product of its unique contextualisation by whichever individual 
is doing the interpreting” (p. 98). In fact, the reality is that “one learns to understand 
other people’s behaviour and intentions through the acquisition of culturally- 
contextualised narrative scripts in childhood” (Gallagher & Hutto, 2008, p. 34). As 
anticipated by the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis (Hoijer, 1954), the structure of a lan-
guage affects the ways in which speakers of that language conceptualize the world 
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